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Web Application Development with Streamlit 2022-08-27 transition from a back end developer to a full stack developer with knowledge of all the dimensions of web
application development namely front end back end and server side software this book provides a comprehensive overview of streamlit allowing developers and
programmers of all backgrounds to get up to speed in as little time as possible streamlit is a pure python web framework that will bridge the skills gap and shorten
development time from weeks to hours this book walks you through the complete cycle of web application development from an introductory to advanced level with
accompanying source code and resources you will be exposed to developing basic intermediate and sophisticated user interfaces and subsequently you will be acquainted
with data visualization database systems application security and cloud deployment in streamlit in a market with a surplus demand for full stack developers this skill set
could not possibly come at a better time in one sentence streamlit is a means for the empowerment of developers everywhere and all stand to gain from it what you ll learn
mutate big data in real time visualize big data interactively implement web application security and privacy protocols deploy streamlit web applications to the cloud using
streamlit linux and windows servers who is this book for developers with solid programming experience wanting to learn streamlit back end developers looking to upskill and
transition to become a full stack developers those who wish to learn and become more acquainted with data visualization database systems security and cloud deployment
with steamlit
Scalable Web Architecture 2024-04-24 unlock the full potential of web development with scalable architecture with nginx and lua the definitive guide to harnessing the
power of nginx and lua for building dynamic high performance web applications this comprehensive book offers a deep dive into the essentials of using nginx and lua
together providing readers with the knowledge and tools needed to create efficient scalable and secure web services from setting up your development environment to
advanced scripting techniques this book covers all aspects of nginx and lua development you ll learn how to optimize your web applications for peak performance implement
robust security policies directly at the web server level and systematically scale your services to handle increasing loads with ease each chapter is packed with expert
insights practical examples and real world applications ensuring you can apply what you learn immediately whether you re a web developer looking to enhance your existing
skills a system administrator aiming to build scalable web infrastructures or a software engineer interested in the latest web technologies this book is your gateway to
mastering web development with nginx and lua embark on a journey to elevate your web applications far beyond the conventional with scalable architecture with nginx and
lua as your guide
HTTPプロトコル 2002-03-28 基本仕様からセキュリティ 高速化技法 ネットワーク構築術まで 知っているようで知らなかったwebメカニズムを徹底解剖
Building Scalable Web Sites 2006-05-16 building scaling and optimizing the next generation of applications
Peer-to-peer 2002 this text demonstrates through clear explanations how to easily leverage the power of peer to peer networks to achieve seamless personal and business
communication and transactions
スケーラブルWebサイト 2006-12 スケーラブルなwebサイトの構築技法
THE INTERNET 2010-04-10 in this new era the internet has changed the ways of doing business activities learning methods teaching strategy communication styles and
social networking this book attempts to answer and solve all the mysteries entangled with the world now in its second edition the book discusses all the updated topics
related to the internet beginning with an overview of the internet the book sails through the evolution and growth of the internet its working hardware and software
requirements protocols used e mail techniques various internet security threats and the methods of using and configuring different security solutions file transfer methods
and several other internet services with all the details illustrated through live screenshots presented in a simple yet engaging style and cogent language this book will be
useful for any course introducing students to the internet or where the internet is a part of the curriculum it will also immensely benefit all those who are interested in
developing the necessary skills to use the internet what is new to this edition chapters on internet telephony and conferencing blogs and social networking inclusion of
topics such as 2 0 3 0 technologies ipv6 voip wikis sms and blogs detailed features of the newest internet tools and software applications including open source free and
cross platform types comprehensive and updated internet dictionary acquainting with the world terminologies
The Adaptive Web 2007-04-24 this state of the art survey provides a systematic overview of the ideas and techniques of the adaptive and serves as a central source of
information for researchers practitioners and students the volume constitutes a comprehensive and carefully planned collection of chapters that map out the most important
areas of the adaptive each solicited from the experts and leaders in the field
Mastering the Interview: 80 Essential Questions for Software Engineers 2023-05-19 the software engineer s guide to acing interviews software interview questions
you ll most likely be asked mastering the interview 80 essential questions for software engineers is a comprehensive guide designed to help software engineers excel in job
interviews and secure their dream positions in the highly competitive tech industry this book is an invaluable resource for both entry level and experienced software
engineers who want to master the art of interview preparation this book provides a carefully curated selection of 80 essential questions that are commonly asked during
software engineering interviews each question is thoughtfully crafted to assess the candidate s technical knowledge problem solving abilities and overall suitability for the
role this book goes beyond just providing a list of questions it offers in depth explanations detailed sample answers and insightful tips on how to approach each question
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with confidence and clarity the goal is to equip software engineers with the skills and knowledge necessary to impress interviewers and stand out from the competition
mastering the interview 80 essential questions for software engineers is an indispensable guide that empowers software engineers to navigate the interview process with
confidence enhance their technical prowess and secure the job offers they desire whether you are a seasoned professional or a recent graduate this book will significantly
improve your chances of acing software engineering interviews and advancing your career in the ever evolving world of technology
Building Scalable Web Sites 2006-05-16 learn the tricks of the trade so you can build and architect applications that scale quickly without all the high priced headaches and
service level agreements associated with enterprise app servers and proprietary programming and database products culled from the experience of the flickr com lead
developer building scalable sites offers techniques for creating fast sites that your visitors will find a pleasure to use creating popular sites requires much more than fast
hardware with lots of memory and hard drive space it requires thinking about how to grow over time how to make the same resources accessible to audiences with different
expectations and how to have a team of developers work on a site without creating new problems for visitors and for each other presenting information to visitors from all
over the world integrating email with your web applications planning hardware purchases and hosting options to have as much as you need without breaking your wallet
partitioning and distributing databases to support large datasets and simultaneous transactions monitoring your applications to find and clear bottlenecks providing services
apis and using services from other providers to increase your site s reach and capabilities whether you re starting a small web site with hopes of growing big or you already
have a large system that needs maintenance you ll find building scalable sites to be a library of ideas for making things work
Microservices: Novice To Ninja 101-01-01 microservices novice to ninja are you ready to level up your microservices game dive into the ultimate guide with our
comprehensive book bundle microservices novice to ninja book 1 microservices 101 embark on your journey into the world of distributed systems with our beginner s guide
learn the fundamentals of microservices architecture from decoupling to scalability perfect for those new to the concept book 2 architecting microservices take your skills to
the next level with strategies for designing scalable and resilient systems discover essential design patterns and principles like bounded contexts and aggregates build
systems that can adapt and evolve effortlessly book 3 mastering microservices ready for the big leagues learn advanced techniques for optimizing performance and security
dive into performance tuning security best practices and more become a master of microservices optimization book 4 microservices mastery unlock expert insights into
deployment monitoring and maintenance automate deployment pipelines monitor system health and troubleshoot issues like a pro ensure your microservices are always
running smoothly with microservices novice to ninja you ll have everything you need to build design and deploy distributed services like a true expert don t miss out on this
essential book bundle for mastering microservices architecture
The Real MCTS/MCITP Exam 70-649 Prep Kit 2011-04-18 this exam is designed to validate windows server 2003 microsoft certified systems administrators mcses ad
network infrastructure and application platform technical specialists skills the object of this exam is to validate only the skills that are are different from the existing mcse
skills this exam will fulfill the windows server 2008 technology specialist requirements of exams 70 640 70 642 and 70 643 the microsoft certified technology specialist mcts
on windows server 2008 credential is intended for information technology it professionals who work in the complex computing environment of medium to large companies
the mcts candidate should have at least one year of experience implementing and administering a network operating system in an environment that has the following
characteristics 250 to 5 000 or more users three or more physical locations and three or more domain controllers mcts candidates will manage network services and
resources such as messaging a database file and print a proxy server a firewall the internet an intranet remote access and client computer management in addition mcts
candidates must understant connectivity requirements such as connecting branch offices and individual users in remote locations to the corporate network and connecting
corporate networks to the internet the independent source of exam day tips techniques and warnings not available from microsoft comprehensive study guide guarantees
100 coverage of all microsoft s exam objectives interactive fasttrack e learning modules help simplify difficult exam topics two full function examday practice exams
guarantee double coverage of all exam objectives free download of audio fasttracks for use with ipods or other mp3 players 1000 page drill down reference for
comprehensive topic review
The Best Damn Windows Server 2008 Book Period 2011-08-31 best damn windows server 2008 book period second edition is completely revised and updated to
windows server 2008 this book will show you how to increase the reliability and flexibility of your server infrastructure with built in and virtualization technologies have more
control over your servers and web sites using new tools like iis7 windows server manager and windows powershell and secure your network with network access protection
and the read only domain controller server management with internet information services 7 0 virtualize multiple operating systems on a single server hardening security
including network access protection federated rights management and read only domain controller
The Real MCTS/MCITP Exam 70-643 Prep Kit 2011-04-18 this exam is designed to validate windows server 2008 applications platform configuration skills this exam will fulfill
the windows server 2008 technology specialist requirements of exam 70 643 the microsoft certified technology specialist mcts on windows server 2008 credential is
intended for information technology it professionals who work in the complex computing environment of medium to large companies the mcts candidate should have at
least one year of experience implementing and administering a network operating system in an environment that has the following characteristics 250 to 5 000 or more
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users three or more physical locations and three or more domain controllers mcts candidates will manage network services and resources such as messaging a database file
and print a proxy server a firewall the internet an intranet remote access and client computer management in addition mcts candidates must understant connectivity
requirements such as connecting branch offices and individual users in remote locations to the corporate network and connecting corporate networks to the internet
addresses both newcomers to ms certification and those who are upgrading from windows 2003 two full function examday practice exams guarantee double coverage of all
exam objectives free download of audio fasttracks for use with ipods or other mp3 players the independent source of exam day tips techniques and warnings not available
from microsoft comprehensive study guide guarantees 100 coverage of all microsoft s exam objectives interactive fasttrack e learning modules help simplify difficult exam
topics
Computational Science and Its Applications - ICCSA 2005 2005-05-02 the four volume set assembled following the 2005 international conference on computational
science and its applications iccsa 2005 held in suntec international convention and exhibition centre singapore from 9 may 2005 till 12 may 2005 represents the ne
collection of 540 refereed papers selected from nearly 2 700 submissions computational science has rmly established itself as a vital part of many scienti c investigations a
ecting researchers and practitioners in areas ranging from applications such as aerospace and automotive to emerging technologies such as bioinformatics and
nanotechnologies to core disciplines such as ma ematics physics and chemistry due to the shear size of many challenges in computational science the use of
supercomputing parallel processing and phisticated algorithms is inevitable and becomes a part of fundamental t oretical research as well as endeavors in emerging elds
together these far reaching scienti c areas contribute to shape this conference in the realms of state of the art computational science research and applications
encompassing the facilitating theoretical foundations and the innovative applications of such results in other areas
Computerworld 2005-06-27 for more than 40 years computerworld has been the leading source of technology news and information for it influencers worldwide
computerworld s award winning site computerworld com twice monthly publication focused conference series and custom research form the hub of the world s largest global
it media network
Opa Application Development 2013-06-12 it is a tutorial guide to learning how to use opa with javascript nodejs and mongodb to develop web applications easily and
effectively if you are a web developer who wants to get started with the opa framework and build web applications with it then this book is for you development experience
is assumed and would be helpful
The No-Code Startup 2024-02-26 have you ever dreamed of developing the next big app like airbnb or tiktok but you don t know your webhooks from your apis do you
have a software idea that could solve the world s biggest problems but coding seems like a dark art what was once a heavy barrier to most founders creating a technical
product has now become simple and accessible thanks to the world of no code the no code startup is a play by play guide to launching your business by building just about
any kind of app with no code tools you ll learn the basics of storing data building automations and even implementing ai tools like gpt by the end you will be able to test your
product with real customers before continuing your journey as a true tech startup founder
Agriculture, Rural Development, Food and Drug Administration, and Related Agencies Appropriations for 2008 2007 for more than 40 years computerworld has
been the leading source of technology news and information for it influencers worldwide computerworld s award winning site computerworld com twice monthly publication
focused conference series and custom research form the hub of the world s largest global it media network
CIO 2007-12-01 lift application development cookbook contains practical recipes on everything you will need to create secure web applications using this amazing
framework the book first teaches you basic topics such as starting a new application and gradually moves on to teach you advanced topics to achieve a certain task then it
explains every step in detail so that you can build your knowledge about how things work this book is for developers who have at least some basic knowledge about scala
and who are looking for a functional secure and modern web framework prior experience with html and javascript is assumed
CIO 2007-08-01 implement a vendor neutral and multi cloud cybersecurity and risk mitigation framework with advice from seasoned threat hunting pros in threat hunting in
the cloud defending aws azure and other cloud platforms against cyberattacks celebrated cybersecurity professionals and authors chris peiris binil pillai and abbas kudrati
leverage their decades of experience building large scale cyber fusion centers to deliver the ideal threat hunting resource for both business and technical audiences you ll
find insightful analyses of cloud platform security tools and using the industry leading mitre att ck framework discussions of the most common threat vectors you ll discover
how to build a side by side cybersecurity fusion center on both microsoft azure and amazon services and deliver a multi cloud strategy for enterprise customers and you will
find out how to create a vendor neutral environment with rapid disaster recovery capability for maximum risk mitigation with this book you ll learn key business and
technical drivers of cybersecurity threat hunting frameworks in today s technological environment metrics available to assess threat hunting effectiveness regardless of an
organization s size how threat hunting works with vendor specific single cloud security offerings and on multi cloud implementations a detailed analysis of key threat vectors
such as email phishing ransomware and nation state attacks comprehensive aws and azure how to solutions through the lens of mitre threat hunting framework tactics
techniques and procedures ttps azure and aws risk mitigation strategies to combat key ttps such as privilege escalation credential theft lateral movement defend against
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command control systems and prevent data exfiltration tools available on both the azure and aws cloud platforms which provide automated responses to attacks and
orchestrate preventative measures and recovery strategies many critical components for successful adoption of multi cloud threat hunting framework such as threat hunting
maturity model zero trust computing human elements of threat hunting integration of threat hunting with security operation centers socs and cyber fusion centers the future
of threat hunting with the advances in artificial intelligence machine learning quantum computing and the proliferation of iot devices perfect for technical executives i e cto
ciso technical managers architects system admins and consultants with hands on responsibility for cloud platforms threat hunting in the cloud is also an indispensable guide
for business executives i e cfo coo ceo board members and managers who need to understand their organization s cybersecurity risk framework and mitigation strategy
Computerworld 2007-07-23 google app engine makes it easy to create a web application that can serve millions of people as easily as serving hundreds with minimal up
front investment with programming google app engine google engineer dan sanderson provides practical guidance for designing and developing your application on google
s vast infrastructure using app engine s scalable services and simple development model through clear and concise instructions you ll learn how to get the most out of app
engine s nearly unlimited computing power this second edition is fully updated and expanded to cover python 2 7 and java 6 support multithreading asynchronous service
apis and the use of frameworks such as django 1 3 and webapp2 understand how app engine handles web requests and executes application code learn about new
datastore features for queries and indexes transactions and data modeling create manipulate and serve large data files with the blobstore use task queues to parallelize and
distribute computation across the infrastructure employ scalable services for email instant messaging and communicating with web services track resource consumption
and optimize your application for speed and cost effectiveness
Interior, Environment, and Related Agencies Appropriations for 2017: U.S. Forest Service budget oversight hearing; Indian Health Service budget oversight hearing; Office of
Navajo and Hopi Indian Relocation budget oversight hearing; Department of the Interior budget oversight hearing; Office of Surface Mining Reclamation and Enforcement
budget oversight hearing; Bureau of Land Management 2016 pcmag com is a leading authority on technology delivering labs based independent reviews of the latest
products and services our expert industry analysis and practical solutions help you make better buying decisions and get more from technology
CIO 2007-09-15 with the increasing reliance on digital means to transact goods that are retail and communication based e services continue to develop as key applications
for business finance industry and innovation electronic services concepts methodologies tools and applications is an all inclusive research collection covering the latest
studies on the consumption delivery and availability of e services this multi volume book contains over 100 articles making it an essential reference for the evolving e
services discipline
Lift Application Development Cookbook 2013-09-25 for more than 40 years computerworld has been the leading source of technology news and information for it
influencers worldwide computerworld s award winning site computerworld com twice monthly publication focused conference series and custom research form the hub of
the world s largest global it media network
Threat Hunting in the Cloud 2021-08-31 develop web api applications using design patterns advanced customization and cutting edge technologies such as signalr grpc and
graphql while leveraging powerful cloud platforms and tools to accelerate development key features gain proficiency in building modern asp net core web api applications
develop the skills to effectively test debug and secure your web api applications streamline development workflows and boost productivity with cloud computing platforms
and industry standard ci cd tools purchase of the print or kindle book includes a free pdf ebook book descriptionapi applications have become increasingly significant in
recent years fueled by the ever accelerating pace of technological advancements however with this rapid evolution comes a pressing challenge the need to create web api
applications that are not only functional but also adaptable maintainable and scalable to meet the demands of users and businesses alike this book will help you address this
challenge head on equipping you with the knowledge and skills required to develop web api applications from scratch by providing a deeper understanding of the various
protocols implemented by asp net core including restful signalr websocket grpc and graphql supplemented by practical examples and optimization techniques such as using
middleware testing caching and logging this book offers invaluable insights for both newcomers as well as seasoned developers to meet modern web development
requirements additionally you ll discover how to use cloud platforms such as azure and azure devops to enhance the development and operational aspects of your
application by the end of the book you ll be fully prepared to undertake enterprise grade web api projects with confidence harnessing the latest advancements in asp net
core 8 to drive innovation what you will learn build a strong foundation in web api fundamentals explore the asp net core 8 framework and other industry standard libraries
and tools for high performance scalable web apis apply essential software design patterns such as mvc dependency injection and the repository pattern use entity
framework core for database operations and complex query creation implement robust security measures to protect against malicious attacks and data breaches deploy
your application to the cloud using azure and leverage azure devops to implement ci cd who this book is for this book is for developers who want to learn how to build web
apis with asp net core and create flexible maintainable scalable applications with net platform basic knowledge of c net and git will assist with understanding the concepts
more easily
Programming Google App Engine 2012-10-11 sustaining a competitive edge in today s business world requires innovative approaches to product service and
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management systems design and performance advances in computing technologies have presented managers with additional challenges as well as further opportunities to
enhance their business models business transformation and sustainability through cloud system implementation presents novel computing technologies designed for use in
business and corporate environments enabling managers and associates to make the most of the technologies at their disposal this premier reference work seeks to alert
firm management professionals and researchers to the potential risks and benefits associated with emerging technologies and guide firms on the proper selection
maintenance and use of based computing systems
PC Mag 2008-04 if you are a typical oracle professional you don t have the luxury of time to keep up with new technology and read all the new manuals to understand each
new feature of the latest release from oracle you need a comprehensive source of information and in depth tips and techniques for using the new technology you need
oracle internals tips trick
Electronic Services: Concepts, Methodologies, Tools and Applications 2010-05-31 for any organization that wants to use windows sharepoint services to share and
collaborate on microsoft office documents this book shows administrators of all levels how to get up and running with this powerful and popular set of collaboration tools
microsoft windows sharepoint services technology in office 2007 is an integrated set of services designed to connect people information processes and systems both within
and beyond the organizational firewall sharepoint 2007 the definitive guide provides a detailed discussion of all sharepoint features applications and extensions you learn
how to build sharepoint sites and site collections along with ways to administrate secure and extend sharepoint this book teaches you how to get up to speed on sharepoint
including ways to create lists libraries discussions and surveys integrate email use web parts track changes with rss and use database reporting services customize your
personal site create sites and areas and organize site collections integrate with office applications including excel word outlook picture manager and infopath install deploy
maintain and secure sharepoint brand a portal using your corporate style sheet designing templates and building site definitions extend sitepoint such as creating client side
and server side web parts using the sharepoint class library and sharepoint web services each chapter starts with a guide that lets you know what it covers before you dive
in the book also features a detailed reference section that includes information on compatibility command line utilities services and css styles why wait get a hold of
sharepoint 2007 the definitive guide today
Computerworld 2001-06-18 each number is the catalogue of a specific school or college of the university
Web API Development with ASP.NET Core 8 2024-04-05 the engineering life cycle for complex systems design and development where partners are dispersed in
different locations requires the set up of adequate and controlled processes involving many different disciplines the design integration and the final system physical
functional integration and qualification imply a high degree of cross interaction among the partners the place technical information systems supporting the life cycle
activities are specialized with respect to the needs of each actor in the process chain and are highly heterogeneous between them to globally innovate in place processes
specialists must be able to work as a unique team in a virtual enterprise model to this aim it is necessary to make interoperable the different technical information systems
and to define co operative engineering processes which take into account distributed roles shared activities and distributed process controls in this frame an innovative
study aimed at addressing this process with the goal of identifying proper solutions in terms of design implementation and deployment has been carried out with the support
of the european community and the participation of major industrial companies and research centers
Business Transformation and Sustainability through Cloud System Implementation 2014-09-30 use this collection of best practices and tips for assessing the
health of a solution this book provides detailed techniques and instructions to quickly diagnose aspects of your azure cloud solutions the initial chapters of this book
introduce you to the many facets of microsoft azure explain why and how building for the cloud differs from on premise development and outline the need for a
comprehensive strategy to debugging and profiling in azure you learn the major types of blades faas saas paas iaas how different views can be created for different
scenarios and you will become familiar with the favorites section cost management billing blade support and cloud shell you also will know how to leverage application
insights for application performance management in order to achieve a seamless cloud development experience application insights log analytics and database storage
topics are covered the authors further guide you on identity security with azure ad and continuous delivery with ci and cd covered in detail along with the capabilities of
azure devops and you are exposed to external tooling and trouble shooting in a production environment after reading this book you will be able to apply methods to key
azure services including app service apps function apps and logic apps cloud services azure container service azure active directory azure storage azure sql database
cosmos db log analytics and many more what you will learndebug and manage the performance of your applications leverage application insights for application
performance management extend and automate ci cd with the help of various build tools including azure devops teamcity and cake bootstrapper who this book is for
application developers designers and devops personnel who want to find a one stop shop in best practices for managing their application s performance in the cloud and for
debugging the issues accordingly
Oracle Internals 2017-07-27 infoworld is targeted to senior it professionals content is segmented into channels and topic centers infoworld also celebrates people companies
and projects
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SharePoint 2007: The Definitive Guide 2007-09-24 the biztalk 2000 developer s guide is written for developers who are responsible for installing configuring and deploying
the biztalk server in their organizations it infrastructure the opening chapters of the book discuss the benefits of seamless business to business application integration
summarize the features and enhancements of biztalk server 2000 and offer an introduction to xml the driving force behind biztalk the next chapters explore the multiple
tools that are incorporated into biztalk that will transform the way in which information is created transmitted and maintained in the server environment other chapters
include complete coverage of the security considerations for biztalk and an examination of the various third party plug ins for enhancing biztalk server 2000 contains a
wallet size cd with third party plug ins from leading developers and ready to use source code from the book timely net coverage biztalk server 2000 is an integral member of
microsoft s net enterprise server suite
University of Michigan Official Publication 2000 build fast scalable web server applications by harnessing the power of solution driven programming with go key
features understanding the core concepts of the go programming language designing and development of modern server applications dealing with different kinds of
database management solutions deploying applications with cutting edge technologies monitoring and maintenance of applications with popular tools description in this
book we are going to learn how to design develop and deploy server applications using the go programming language in recent years go has become the industrial standard
for these kinds of applications so by learning this a lot of good opportunities can be opened in the market all subjects will be covered through various practical examples this
book will cover the state of the art technology for the development of applications and follow all industrial standards at the beginning we will do the preparation for
development here we will learn the basics of the go programming language the basics of servers how to set up a project with go and how to design software solutions later
we will concentrate more on development we will learn how to develop the application designed in the previous chapters how to use different types of databases how to test
our application and how to make it secure at the end of the book we will show how to deploy the application and monitor it after deployment after reading this book the
readers can independently develop server applications or include themselves in already started projects what will you learn solve common problems with the go
programming language be familiar with the terms related to server applications understand the phases in the software development process be able to independently
design software solutions and use some best practices be familiar with multiple different database management solutions relational and nosql and be able to predict which
best suits their needs learn how to deploy applications understand and know how to apply monitoring and alerting concepts who this book is for the book is for beginners
and experienced developers who want to learn and have a thorough introduction to web development using the go programming language with a lot of practical examples
and guidelines on how to install and configure specific tools beginners will easily understand and follow the content covered in this book on the other hand more
experienced developers will certainly find some useful tips and tricks table of contents 1 basic concepts of go programming language 2 advanced concepts of go
programming language 3 servers 4 setting up a project with go programming language 5 design of applications 6 application layers 7 relational databases and repository
layer 8 nosql databases and repository layer 9 testing 10 security 11 deploying application 12 monitoring and alerting
Cooperative Environments for Distributed Systems Engineering 2003-06-30
Cloud Debugging and Profiling in Microsoft Azure 2020-04-11
InfoWorld 1997-09-22
Biz Talk Server 2000 Developer's Guide 2002-03-06
Modern Web Development with Go 2023-03-02
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